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Introduction

Gambling is a widely accessible form of consumption across numerous jurisdictions

around the world (Orford, 2020), with its global market size reaching hundreds

of billions of dollars annually (Research and Markets, 2021). Despite this mass

popularity of gambling consumption internationally, it has been well-recognized that

such consumption can have harmful consequences on various aspects of individual

consumers’ life, such as their finance, health, relationship, work, or study (e.g., Li et al.,

2017). The purpose of this paper is to discuss some of the latest findings in consumer

psychology/behavior on consumer mindsets, and to provide critical analysis on how

consumer mindsets could be potentially leveraged to address harms from gambling

consumption. Based on the consumer psychology literature (Rucker and Galinsky, 2016),

a consumer mindset can be defined as a psychological orientation that affects consumer

information processing, consumer evaluations, and consumer responses. Three specific

consumer mindsets will be discussed below as exemplars which can have direct relevance

to the pathways to reduce or prevent gambling consumption harms, including the fresh

start mindset (Price et al., 2018), the busy mindset (Kim et al., 2019), and the short-term

mating mindset (He and Cunha, 2020).

Three consumer mindsets

Fresh start mindset

The fresh start mindset is “defined as a belief that people can make a new start,

get a new beginning, and chart a new course in life, regardless of past or present

circumstances” (Price et al., 2018, p. 22). Consumers with a stronger fresh start mindset,

were found to exert larger amounts of effort into a variety of transformative activities,

including those activities related to transforming their budget, health, relationship, and
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consumption practices (Price et al., 2018). Furthermore, Price

et al. (2018) suggested that the fresh start mindset could be

activated through a great deal of natural stimuli, such as

marketing promotions and news articles. In an experimental

study (Price et al., 2018), they randomly assigned their

participants to one of the following three conditions: a first

condition where the participants viewed a news article on fresh

starts being possible for most people; a second condition where

the participants viewed a news article on fresh starts being not

possible for most people; and a third control condition where

the participants had no exposure to the information on fresh

starts. It was found that the participants’ fresh start mindset

measurement was indeed affected by this mindset manipulation

procedure: the participants in the first condition reported

significantly higher level of fresh start mindset measurement

compared to those in the third control condition, who in turn,

reported significantly higher fresh start mindset measurement

level than those in the second condition (Price et al., 2018).

In addition, the mindset manipulation procedure had further

impacts on multiple downstream consumer behavior relevant

variables: the participants evaluated a sunglasses advertisement

which featured the headline “New look. New you.” (Price

et al., 2018, p. 36), and significant indirect effects of the

mindset manipulation via the fresh start mindset measurement

were found on outcomes including the participants’ attitude

to the advertisement, their likelihood to buy the sunglasses

in the advertisement, and the log-transformed value of

the amount they were willing to pay for the sunglasses

(Price et al., 2018).

Given the evidence discussed above, the fresh start mindset

could be utilized in successful ways to counter gambling

consumption harms. Specifically, when designing campaigns

to promote those products or services which aim to reduce

or prevent gambling consumption harms, marketers should

consider when or how to potentially increase the likelihood of

the fresh start mindset activation among their target customers.

Dai et al. (2015) discovered that a variety of temporal landmarks

can be highlighted or signified as the new beginning (e.g.,

the first day of a season, the first day of an organization’s

break period, and the first day after moving to a new place

as the first move in a long time), and that emphasizing

such temporal landmarks can increase individuals’ intention

to begin goal pursuits. Hence, promotions of gambling harm

reduction/prevention products or services could benefit from

incorporating and highlighting certain temporal landmarks.

For instance, marketers of these products or services could

encourage consumers who experience or are at risks of

gambling consumption harms to adopt or trial their products

or services at the start of a new year/season/month/week,

or on those consumers’ birthdays, anniversaries, or other

milestone days. Importantly, the marketers should emphasize

in their promotional messaging that these suggested temporal

landmarks signify the new beginning and the products or

services being promoted can benefit or lead to a “new

you”. The marketers can also feature in their promotional

campaigns success stories, past customer testimonials, or

corresponding statistics, to showcase the real possibility of

getting a fresh start and steering away from gambling

consumption harms.

Busy mindset

The concept of busy mindset refers to the subjective

perception of oneself as busy (Kim et al., 2019). Across multiple

studies, Kim et al. (2019) found support that a busy mindset

could be activated or induced through several ways, including

using simple cues such as an advertising tagline that had

the word “busy” in it. Kim et al. (2019) also discovered

that the activation of a busy mindset could boost individuals’

self-control abilities in various contexts, such as reducing

their likelihood of getting indulgent food, and increasing the

percentage of their income they would save. In addition, Kim

et al. (2019) demonstrated the evidence that the boosting

effect of busy mindset activation on self-control was driven by

self-importance, such that individuals with an induced busy

mindset reported increased feeling of self-importance, which

subsequently increased their saving percentage. Thus, decisions

made when in a busy mindset may be guided by a desire to

act in a way that is congruent with heightened self-importance,

prioritizing self-control that may lead to the preference of

long-term gain over instant gratification of hedonic impulse

(Kim et al., 2019).

Self-control issues are considered to be “at the heart of

problem gambling” (Bergen et al., 2012, p. 637). Further, a

lower level of self-control can be associated with a higher level

of problem gambling severity (Bergen et al., 2012). Hence,

the boosting effect of busy mindset activation on self-control

could be leveraged to potentially address gambling consumption

harms. For example, a diverse range of responsible gambling

tools have been existing (e.g., self-exclusion, spending and

time limits, Wood et al., 2014), which ideally could offer

consumer protection against potential gambling problems.

However, evidence has revealed low uptakes of responsible

gambling tools, such as those resources on self-exclusion or

spending/deposit limits (Gainsbury et al., 2018). Therefore, it

might facilitate the adoption of responsible gambling tools,

if a busy mindset could be activated or induced in the

immediate contexts where such adoption decisions are made

by consumers (e.g., through presenting busyness related words

or signs in venues or on websites where those responsible

gambling tools are offered to consumers). In addition, McAuliffe

et al. (2021) reviewed a number of structural feature tools,

user-directed tools, and regulatory initiatives, and found

inconsistency with regards to their impacts. For instance, they

identified 20 studies which suggested favorable responsible
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gambling impact from pop-up messages, but also seven studies

suggesting no responsible gambling impact from pop-up

messages and 14 studies suggesting mixed impact from pop-

up messages (McAuliffe et al., 2021). Hence, it would be

worthwhile to test if busy mindset activation could boost the

effectiveness of those specific tools or initiatives, particularly

those ones that have been found to offer mixed or even

no impact.

Short-term mating mindset

He and Cunha (2020) argued that individuals under a

short-term mating state would make adaptations to collect

information on or attract potential mating partners (for

later scrutinizing if needed), and would prioritize finding

the potential partners’ strengths rather than fending off their

weaknesses. Further, He and Cunha (2020) predicted that the

short-termmating state would cause individuals to act instead of

accepting their default or existing option. It has been discovered

that a short-term mating mindset could be activated among

study participants who imagined a scenario about a blind date

and answered questions on their dating related preferences,

and that those under an activated short-term mating mindset

could exhibit increased tendency toward choosing non-default

over default options (He and Cunha, 2020). For instance, when

participants in an experiment were given a choice between two

investment options (i.e., between less risky bonds andmore risky

stocks), the participants with (vs. those without) an activated

short-term mating mindset, turned out to display a lower

likelihood of choosing stocks when stocks were described as the

default or existing investment situation, and display a higher

likelihood of choosing stocks when stocks were not the default

(He and Cunha, 2020).

A preference for the default situation or the status quo seems

to be present in consumers who experience negative impacts

associated with gambling, with only a small percentage or a

minority of pathological gamblers seeking help or treatment

(Braun et al., 2014). This preference for the status quo represents

a lost opportunity to reduce harm from gambling. It has been

found that a significant risk factor for pathological gambling

can be younger age (Johansson et al., 2009), a demographic that

lends itself to the incidental activation of short-term mating

mindset due to the cues often present within the environment

in which young people operate. Mobile dating applications

(e.g., Tinder) have been quite popular among young adult

consumers (Sawyer et al., 2018). In browsing these applications,

young consumers are likely being primed with a short-term

matingmindset. A within-dating-application advertisement that

portrays living with gambling problems as the default or status

quo and engaging with treatment services as the action to

change the status quo may increase the likelihood of young

consumers accessing treatment, when paired with a short-term

mating mindset. This may be especially the case if the action

step is easily accessible, such as real-time online chat counseling

(Rodda et al., 2017).

Discussion

Research on gambling consumption harms has been

gaining momentum in recent years (e.g., Li et al., 2017;

Jeffrey et al., 2019; Booth et al., 2021), but this line of

research has largely overlooked the potentially beneficial roles

of consumer mindsets in addressing gambling consumption

harms. All three consumer mindsets discussed here, as well

as the likely ways by which they can be utilized to reduce

or prevent gambling consumption harms, are warranted to

be evaluated empirically. In addition, given different gambling

forms/activities could be associated with different risk functions

or levels of harm (Markham et al., 2016; Livingstone and

Rintoul, 2020), the potential protective effects of consumer

mindsets should be compared among consumers of different

gambling activities. Moreover, since a substantial proportion

of the heaviest gambling spenders “suffer from addictions,

mental and physical health issues, and are otherwise vulnerable”

(Sulkunen, 2022, p. 63), and a public health approach would

pay particular attention to those most at risk of harm (van

Schalkwyk et al., 2021), it would be valuable to examine

how consumer mindsets could be applied to assist those

consumers who spend the most on gambling or are most

at risk. According to Sulkunen et al. (2019), “the term

‘harmful gambling’ encompasses all degrees of severity and

frequency, including ‘problem’ and ‘pathological’ gambling”

(p. 37), and they argued that a public interest approach

should take into consideration the full range of gambling’s

problematic consequences, rather than only those consequences

experienced by the gamblers themselves (Sulkunen et al.,

2019). Hence, further investigations could also be carried out

to test the usefulness of inducing the consumer mindsets

in question among gamblers’ affected others (i.e., “any

person with a significant relationship to a gambler who is

affected by the gambler’s behavior”, Li et al., 2017, p. 224).

Outcomes of these evaluations and investigations will benefit the

theoretical advancements of consumer psychology and clinical

psychology, as well as the practice of regulators, clinicians,

social marketers, and other stakeholders in addressing gambling

consumption harms.
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